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PETROLEUM BUILDING HOUSES IBM 1620 COMPUTER
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Rovig Receives
McGlashan Fellowship
by Michael Mayne
M All
D Rovig has been selected for the McGlashan Fellowship
b the\eadel~f
MSM's Mi.neral-Dressing
Engineering Department,
Prof{ssor D. W. McGlashan, It has recently: been announced.
.
The School of Mines was notified on. December 30,. 1963, that It :vas
.
$4000
ift from the Amencan Metal Climax Foundation,
to receive a
,
gl
.
..
h 1964 1965
.
'.'
Mineral-Dressing
Engineering
IS for. t ~
-.
Inc. T.hls gift
nition of his "outstanding
coutribution to mmacaden:lIc y~~r.
n rec~gtion recommended that the Fellowship be named
eral SCience, twheFMounGlaashanFellowship in Mineral-Dressing
Engineer"The Donald
.
c

rn

ing."
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Tuesday

Montana Mines Is Computer Center
A Dream Be(omes A Reality
by Mae Brennan
Professor John McCaslin, associate professor of physics, and Professor Joseph Murray, assistant professor of chemistry, saw a dream become a reality when they sighted the new IBM, 1620 Digital Computer, Monday, April 6, at the Montana School of Mines.
Others instrumental
in obtaining
the computer were the Mines' Alumni Association and the Montana
Power Company. Members of the alumni spent many long hours at meetings trying to get a computer program started in the school. They also contributed much financial support before they realized their reward, a
computer at the Mines. A recent letter received from the Montana Power Company stated that the company
will be associated in the research aspects of the program.

MSM (OED WINS
ELKS AWARD

I

April 14,1964

The selection of the recipient .fC?r
this prized award 'and the specific
nature of the research conducted
by I
this candidate were left entirely to
the discretion
of the School. of .
Mines.
However,
the Foundation
Keane Selected
suggested
that the Fellowship
?e
awarded to a graduate stu.dent. 111
by Lynn Estey
the Mineral-Dressing
Engineering
Recently,
MSM sophomore Kitte
Department.
\he elected candidate
Keane,
daughter
of Mrs. Mary
is under no obhgatlOn to the Ame.nKeane, was the recipient of a $150
can Metal Climax FoundatlOn with,
award from the Butte Elks Narespect
to employment.
?,ut the
tional Foundation Scholarship ComFoundation is interested 111 the e~mittee.
From a field of 35 conucational development of the caridi- ,
testants, Miss Keane emerged secdate and shall be glad to ~e posted
ond-place winner in the girls' difrom time to time as to his or her
vision.
The selections
are based
progress."
primarily on scholarship and need,
Professor D. W. McGlashan, the
along with resourcefulness,
personnamesake of the Fellowship, has se-·
ality, leadership, and perseverance.
lected Mr. Allen D. Rovig, a graduMiss Keane has a grade-point averA. D: ROVIG
ate student in his curriculum, to be
age of 3.88.
the recipient of the honor. Rovig
graduated from MSM.'s undergraduate school in 1961 with a B.S. degree in Mining Engineering,
followed by graduate
st.udy. at the
Pennsylvania
State University. After spending two semesters at Penn
Professors Speak
Professors Murray and McCaslin admire their dream.
State, Rovig returned to Montana
and was employed .by the yv. ~.
by Mae Brennan
Grace Company in Its Zonohte diVersarlla Mechanism
vision at Libby. Here he worked
Dr. Kenneth McLeod, head of the
"Although small in size, as compared to other computers, this IBM
for approximately
twenty
mont~s, Department of Chemistry, and Prof. ,
1620 is a very fast, high-capacity, versatile machine. It utilizes the storedgaining industrial
expenence
with
Joseph Murray and Dr. Keith Ensprogram concept! which means that the instructions which guide the perminerals and mining
formance of the instrument are stored internally in the machine's memory
While under the fellowship, Rovig ley, assistant professors of chemso as to .be immediately acce~sible. f01: its use," commented Murray.
It
istry,
presented
a
TV
program
will be involved in research on the
IS a 2-umt computer, each unit weighing 1400 pounds each of which is
complex ,copper-iron-zinc
ore of "Chemistry and Energy," March 24,
the size of an ordinary desk.
'
the Heath Steele Mines, Ltd. As at 5 p. m.
the School of Mines has had some
Stores 20,000 Digits
Dr. McLe.od Introduces Program
previous experience with complex
. The immediat~-':lccess,. magnetic-core memory unit has a storage caores of this type,. the research will
Dr. McLeod introduced this very
pacity of 20,0~0 digits of mformation.
The magnetic-core
memory pernot be entirely new to the Mineral- informati~e
discussion
and
acmits th.e machine tc? select anyone of these 20,000 digits within a machine
Dressing Engineering
Department.
cycle tune of 20 mIcroseconds (.000020 seconds). This ready availability
The sample ore for the research, to quainted the viewing audience with
of stored numbers permits the extremely rapid, computational
facility of
be supplied by the Heath Steele basic atomic theory. He then prethe com~uter.
For example, the machine will add 2, ten-digit numbers
Mines, Ltd., should arr ive by J ul:y sented Murray, who discussed the
together 111 about 800 mIcroseconds, which is .0008 seconds.
J, when Rovig plans to II1It1ate his activities of metals.
,
Machine Programing
research.
Metals and Their Activities
Mr. Rovig states that "I consider
Programs
for the machine may
MAR'l
KATHRYN
KEANE
Murray classified various metals
it a great personal hono: to be sebe coded in machine language, in
lected for this fellowslllp and am according
to their activities
and
symbolic language, or in a compiler
grateful
to Professor
McGlashan showed experimentally
The Butte Elks Scholarship Comhow certain
language known as Fortran.
Mamittee was initiated 21 years ago,
for my selection."
chine 'language consists of a set of
metals could replace ions of other in 1943, and Miss Keane is the first
numbers which the machine intermetals from solution.
Several ex- college student, in the history of this
by Kitte Keane
prets as instructions to perform its
amples using different -metals, were committee,
to have won a cash
shown' one of which is the replace- award.
The Montana
State Elks
An inspection of every aspect of ?perations.
The symbolic language
ment 'of copper ions by an iron Association appropriated
$3,000 for MSM's educational facilities will be IS a mnemonic code, which the rnanail. Murray commented, "This re- the state contests. To this amount, made April 30 and May I, it has chine can interpret
to develop its
action,
as commonly
perform.ed the
National
Foundation
added been announced by the president's
own machine-language
instructions.
(familiar to people assoclat~d With $700, plus three "National Foundaoffice. Every five years, represen- Fortran language is also a symbolic
Tuition Free
recovery of copper from m~ne wa- tion" awards of $600 each, making
sys~em very closely resembling the
Prof. Joseph Murray conducted ter), uses "tin" cans (which <l:re a total of $5,500 given out by this tatives of the ECPD (Engineering
Council for Professiona1
Develop- ord1l1ary language of mathematics.
the initial meeting of the compu~er- really iron) as the source of dIS- state to deserving students.
ment) and the Northwest Associa- In this system the machine reads
programming
course
Wednes ay placing met~I, to rec~ver copper
N ext year, Miss Keane plans to tion of Secondary
and
Higher
.
A'Ipn, 8 at 7'30
p. m., ions from mll1e waters.
transfer
to San Francisco
State Schools Regional Accrediting
Or- mathematical
formulae and transevemng
.
B 'Id
Room 216, in the Metallurgy f UIh - Batteries and Electrolysis Discussed College, where she will major in ganization
judge the school both lates them into set machine-lan.
A detailed schedule 0 t e
English.
quantitatively
and qualitatively
to guage operational instructions. Since
mg.
'1 d t
accommoThe application of the activity ~eOther winners of the scholarship determine accreditation.
course was compi e
0
f I
Fortran
c los ely
resembles
the
ries
of
metals
to
produce
battenes
date the largest number. 0 t lOse
contest are John Sikonia, grandThe
Northwest
Organization
mathematical
notation
familiar to
was
discussed
by
Dr.
Ensley.
Expresent.
Additional
seSSIOns may
prize
winner;
Virginia
Madeen, judges the entire program offered the scientists' and engineers' writing
be scheduled, de~endent upon the amples are the Daniell cell, the le~d first-place winner in the girls' divi- by the school, whereas the ECPD program,
this system is relatively
storage
battery
(commonl~
used
J1l
response given thiS course.
.
sion;
Terry
Angove,
first-place
upon the engineering
easy. One Fortran
instruction
to
automobiles),
and the EdIson c~ll. winner in the boys' division; and concentrates
programs:
T~e judgment
of both the machine may generate as many
The course will b: divided
The storage batteries may be. diS- Daniel
McGonigle,
second
place
orgamzatlO?S IS base~ not <:lI1lyupon ~s 20 ?r more machine-language
three
two-hour
seSSIOns, each
charged and charged many times
Si- an extensive
questIOnnaire
com- 1I1structlOns, the average being about
which will run until all studT~! without destroying their usefulness. winner in the boys' division.
konia,
Miss
Madeen,
and
Angove
pleted by the school administration
8. This swiftness
of course conhave completed each course"
be When the battery is discbarging,
advanced
to
the
state
finals
in
Great
11
but also by actual inspection.
siderably reduces 'the time a~d efFortran
coding language. WI
lead sulfate forms on both elec- Falls, March 20-21.
Representatives
for the ECPD fbrt of writing programs.
taught at the first, thr~e-l1Igh.il sf~= trodes and water in the .electrolyte.
Each of the contest winners will
sion
The second seSSIOn WI
The Edison ce.1I uses I1Ick~l-plated speak before an open meeting of and their fields are as follows:
Chairman: Dr. John S. McNown
Machine Capabilities
c1ud~ problem solving and co~puter
steel in a solution of potassIUm hy- the Elks Lodge, Butte, on April
..
.
e alld engmeerSchool of Engineering
and Archi~
appltcatlOn
to sClenc
. I .
droxide. "This cell is use~ in ,:nin- 30.
High
- speed
digital
computers,
tecture,
University
of
Kansas
in.
Actual machine m':ll1lpu atlC?n ers' lamps in the Butte mmes, reThe judges of the merits of the Lawrence.
' such as the IBM 1620, are particuan~ "debugging"
techl1lqu~s wh~ marked Ensley.
contestants were Professor (EmeriMetallurgical:
Mr. H. G. Poole larly suited to two types of probconclude the course, enabltng t
Murray ~onc1uded the: p:ogram tus) Walter T. Scott, Professor W. Technical Director, Oregon Metal~ lem .solutions. The first type is a
students to write programs and ~p- by discussmg
relatively simple calculation which
the appltcatlOn of Clifford Laity, and Earle N. Genz- lurgical Corporation,
Albany.
erate the Computer Center eqUIP- metal recovery by electrolysis.
is repetitive in nature. In this case,
berger.
(Continued on Page 3)
ment.
(Continued on Page 4)
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COURSE BEGINS
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MONTANA-SCHOOL

COMPUTER
We laud Professor John McCaslin, the alumni, .and the
other interested people who have brought a digital computer
to Montana School of Mines. These men recognized the obvious: research and study are stymied without the proper tools.
The IBM 1620 computer, of which we are now the proud possessor, utilizes some highly complicated technology to work
some relatively simple principles.
This machine creates new
opportunities
in graduate and undergraduate
research, in that
the time hitherto spent in rote calculation and comparison can
now be used for greater and further-reaching'
projects. Once
it is adequately' instructed
()r programed, the computer will
work accurately-day
and night, if need be-in the solution of
a problem. Yet, in the final analysis, this machine will do no
more than a person with an adding machine and a large supply
of paper; it achieves the same end a great deal faster, however.
There is, unfortunately, a discordant note in this business:
if not for a fortuitous arrangement of timing and circumstances,
this machine would have never been ours. The Computer Center at the State College recently decided to replace its equipment
with newer models; our new computer is State's old computer.
That is not to say that this computer is not the latest modelit is-.
Bozeman's center acquired a machine of identical style,
only with different accessories. It is to say that our college advanced only 'by dint of another's greater advancement.
We are
like a beggar child who has a new pair of shoes simply because
he was the first to see them discarded.

OF MINES

Reader Comment
"ENVOY TO A
CONTRIBUTOR"
Little Basquette Wievere, is your
basket weaving done?
N e'er will we read· your words
again as we "basque" beneath the
sun?
Is it true that you have left us,
that you're gone to parts unknown?
Or are you like the "bovine" dog,
and you're
chewing
on your
bone?
Oh, do not let your light be hid
beneath a little "Basquette,"
But lay it on the line again-to
mix a "metaphorette".
Racquette Striengier

Alumni News

AI ME Meeting
Montana School of Mines Alumni activities this past month included a gathering
of some 40
alumni in New York City. A cocktail hour was held as part of the
A.I.M.E.
annual
meeting.
Dr.
Adami did much of the ground
work on the affair, which was well
attended.
Joe Wendel
('41) opened the
Any discredit of the efforts of the men mentioned above
meeting
by
introducing
Roger
is 110t intended; we thank them for the opportunity they have Pierce ('35), who gave a very fine
given us, our fellow-students,
and students to come. Rather, talk. Dr. Koch then made his comwe wonder why it was necessary for the Alumni to saddle ments of interest, after which Bob
themselves with this added financial burden. Was it because Corbett ('40) was asked .to bring
the visiting alumni up to date on
our college was really too small to merit a capital outlay of over several changes of scene on campus
a hundred thousand dollars for purchase and installation of a and in Butte.
A list of those attending
this
new machine (the used machine will cost around. forty thoumeeting will be published as soon
sand dollars)? Or was it because no one had given this matter as it is received.

a thought until this lucky circumstance happened along? Either
case is an example of the approach to education that we mentioned in the last issue that can lead to disastrous results for
our college. If we wish to survive as an independent unit, we
must advance, and advance rapidly; the other alternative has
long since been proposed: absorption of the School of Mines
by the State College.
Let us not forget that only the down payment has been
made on the computer. If we wish to keep it here, a plan must
be rriade for meeting the final payments and service charges.
A day was all the time necessary to actually move the machine
.into place in the Petroleum Building. A day would be all the
time needed to move it out.

Graduate Receives Honor
R. P. Wylie, a 1959 graduate of
the Montana School of Mines, now
attending the University of Oklahoma, was recently noted as winner
of the 1963 AIME Student Prize
Paper contest from the Society of
Petroleum
Engineers.
Wylie received this information at a meeting of the AIME in New York,
February
17, during a welcoming
luncheon at the Statler-Hilton
Hotel. His paper, entitled "An Investigation
of Cement
Bonding
Strength,"
won him $250 and his
expenses to New York.

Pierce Speaks at Mining
Association Meeting
Reiger V. Pierce, a consulting engineer of Salt Lake City, Utah, and
It has been suggested that, in order to coordinate
the presently concluding a term as
teachings of our lower division with the lower divisions in the president of the American Institute
other state units, biology be offered as a science elective. We of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petrosincerely hope that such a course is offered .at our school, that leum Engineers, wfLs the featured
speaker at a meeting and dinner
facilities necessary for proper instruction of this material will held in Twin Bridges, April 11.
also be allowed our school. By "proper facilities" we do not The meeting was the largest in the
mean the same type of arrangement given the Humanities De- history of the four-county organizathe Southwestern
Montana
partment in its preparation for the influx of general students. tion,
Mining Association,
according
to
Borrowed equipment and inadequate staff would not be the Leonard Lively, president.
way to initiate a new science course. If biology is desired, then
Last year, Roger Pierce' received
an honorary doctorate from Mona way to properiy teach it should also be desired.
tana School of Mines, aild pre.
We sincerely believe that the proper approach to coordina- viously earned his bachelor's, mastion lies not in added courses, but in upgrading our present ter's, and professional degrees at
courses. The members of the Humanities Department, resp<;m- MSM. His s).1bject of the meeting
was "What the Mineral Industries
sible for the major portion of the general-students
education, Mean to Us, and How to Take
are far too taxed in their lecture schedules. A far better educa- Full Advantage of Them."

,COORDINATED STUDY

tional offering, plus a better coordinated study schedule, can
be afforded our stuiients, if this segment of our faculty were
permitted to teach proper-size groups. Until this one p'articular
situation is corrected, our school will never have an adequate
arts' program.
.
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MBM,G 'Acquires
Mercury 'Sniffer'

by Lallie Mogus
The Montana Bureau of Mines
and Geology has recently acquired
a new-fangled instrument,
a mercury "sniffer," to be used in geochemical prospecting in northwestern Montana. It is a Lemaire Mercury
Detector,
Type
S-1.
The
gadget tells where the ore is-just
by simply reading a dial-almo'st.
To operate, one takes a small
scope of soil and heats it to drive
off the mercury fumes, which are
collected by a pump injected into
the instrument,
and which cause
things to happen inside that result
in a reading on a dial. Plotting
these readings on a map as anomalies shows where to look for ore.
The theory here is that metallic
are veins are supposed to have a
mercury halo around them, .which
although very slight, is still meas~
urable.
It is strongest
near the
Published bi-monthlY during the academic year by the Associated veins which carry ores of )TIercury,
Students, 'School of Mines, at Butte, Monta~a. 'Entered as Second Class but also occurs near veins of silver
matter on January 21, 1960, at the Post OffIce at Butte, Montana, under lead, and zinc ore. The course of
the ore vein can be detected on the
the Act of March 3, 1879, as amended.
map by the trend of the strongest
McKEE
~
PRINT
anomalies.

Club Bits
by Margaret

Gardner

April 14, 1964

From The Desk of
The Student Body
President

Newman
N e.wm~nites held their bi-weekly
meeting Immediately after returning
by- John Evans
from' Easter vacation. The original
Saturday, April
purpose of the meeting was the
4, the Stu den t
election of officers for the coming
C 0 u n c i I held a
year, but this chore was 'postponed
meeting to discuss
until the following meeting. Prothe proposed Stuceeding on the theme of this sedent Senate. Most
mester's
lectures,
Father
Burns
organizations
'0 n
spoke on lay investiture and feucampus were repdalism in the church.' His talk was
resented;
hovvevfoll~wed by a short discussion perier, not one generod, 111which he answered questions
al stu den twas
concerning his lecture and all gen- p.resent.,.
is most surprising,
eral questions raised by the mem- smce the Senate is being designed
bers ..
~o grve the general students a voice
m student affairs.
.
International
At this meeting the decision was
The Deer Lodge J aycees invited
made to change the name of Stu~
several members of the International. Club to speak at a meeting held dent Senate to the Student Adwithin the State Prison.
Three visory Council. Most people at the
MSM students spoke at a joint meetmg thought that "Senate" is
meeting of the Deer Lodge J ay- t?O stto1_lg a name for an organizacees and the Montana State Prison tion designed to advise and inform
Jaycee unit in the penitentiary. Sev- the Student Council on pertinent
eral Butte Jaycees were present matters occurring on the campus.
also.
The Student
Advisory
Council
· Those who spoke were Francisco WIll go on a trial basis, starting the
Pachas, Mansoor Awan, and Raif school year 1964-1965.. It will not
Zacca. Each talked briefly about have a vote in the Student Council
his native country and then an- during this trial period. The pr inswered questions from the audience. cipal purpose for the in terim period
The students then toured the prison ·IS to determine whether enough inand were guests at a dinner.
terest. will be given to SAC to war- ,
rant ItS continuance as a part
The Wesley Foundation
the student government in 1965.
As the SAC is set UP' now a
At the Marc~ 30 meeting, the
V:' esley Foundation selected its of- member from each of the four
ficers an.d set up plans for the year. classes, each club or organization
on campus, and each fraternity will
The officers elected are president
Gary Treglown; vice-president and attend SAC meetings. This caucus
program co-ordinator,
Ted Giese; will elect its own chairman to repand secretary-treasurer,
Charlotte resent the SAC in Student Council meetings.
At their meetings,Matthews-all
of MSM.
Besides weekly meetings featuring members of the Council will discuss
a potluck supper, program and dis- and debate the current events of
CUSSIOn,and closing worship
the the school, and in this capacity the
group is planning for future' pro- council Will act as an interest group
as ':'Vellas serve in an advisory cagrams al~d for the inclusion of grad- pacrty,
uatmg high-school seniors into the
group. Plans are also being made
Elections
for a spiritual "retreat" near the
~ Day, May 6, is the date set
end of Mayor
early June.
aside for the elections of A.S.S.M.
Several '!Vesley members attended offIcers. All candidates for the Stuthe Christian Vocations Conference dent Council must have been nomiheld 111BI1I111gS
at Rocky Mountain nated by a petition bearing ten sigCollege April 3 and 4. Others at- natures of active A,S.S.M. members
tended a state officers' meeting of by at least two weeks before the
the Montana
Methodist
Student election. These petitions should be
Movement, held April 4 at Alders- grven to Neil Sullivan, secretarygate Church here in Butte.
treasurer of the A.S,S.M.
The Wesley Foundation
has a
membership of about twenty MSM
students, some Butte Business Col..
lege students, and other young peo~at.fe
ple who are out of high school. The
counsellors of the organization are r We're wonderi!lg why Walt NelMr. and Mrs. Robert C. Neal 2900 S IS already having repairs done on
is new 1964 Chevrolet?
Do you
?t. Ann, where the weekly 'meetmgs are held. All interested per- a'Bways go around tangling with
ates, Mr. Nellis?
sons are urged to contact Gary
T.here seems to be a newly orTregl,?wn, or call 792-1783 for trans~al~lzed club, which meets in the
portation and further information.
u~, at noon. The "Smoking CirIntravarsity
cle, now composed of male mernrs, ~eeds !l touch of femininity.
· Intravarsity is an organization of
111t~rdenominational churches
Its
ow a~out It, girls?
ma111purpose is for the reading and B P~yslcallY handicapped
George
stpdy of the Bible, and a fellowship thar Ser dIdn't do much swimming at
With other Christians. John Eaton He Igma Rho Party with his date.
leads the Bible study, after which G owever,
you
did keep
busy,
the members engage in long periods I eorge!
?f discussion for the exchange of! .Noel,. Noel! It seems that a cerIdeas. As of now, the club has n ta111editor has found a year-around
sponsor or officers, but it plans t~ loW for a certain Christmas Carol!
develop more fully in the future
e have "another"
official an.
nouncement to make. "Gov." Ed
Shuma~er and aides had taken over
Photo Club
· The Photo Club has been organ- ~e ~apltal in brief absence of Tim.
ay for our political party!
Ized so t~a! the members can deave you noticed that Marcus
velop theIr mtere&t in photography
!he club has its own dark roo~ ~~!y ~asn't put his hat on lately?
I . ' ? hen, does that mean any111the basement of the SUB where
t~e members learn dark-roo~ tech- t l111g. After all, Marcus is just a
111que~ such as enlarging and de- st~.ue at the present time.
1 he other day a certain coed disvelop111g negatives.
The members
learn through pooling their knowl- p ayed her chic originality in clothe?ge and experimenting
with the mg, dby wearing her jumper backwy s. A new fad might be startedl
dIfferent .aspects of photography
such as WIth super-speed film. Pro- Rh t seems t~at a certain Sigma
o pledge. I"S "hustling."
Better
fessor McGlashan is the adviser' watch
out, gIrls l!
the club has as yet no officers.
'

of

*(JtI!

~e4'Ut?

h

11

lr

Mineral Club
The ¥ine:al Club held a meeting
on Apnl ~, 111the Mill Building. A
short bu.s111ess meeting was conducted fIrst to consider financial
~atters.
Ed Smith, president, then
111troduce~ the guest speaker, Profess?r '!VIllard Cox, who spoke on
fOSSIls 111Montana. He briefed th
club on the localities and the dif=
!erent uses. for these fossils. Speakmg of theIr many possibilities he
gave. man~ examples such as' the
makmg ~f _Jewelry from wood plants
and petnfled wood. Cox then displayed some samples to the audience and answered all questions.

SENIORS OFFERED
SCHOLARSH I'PS

T~e American
Legion recently
pr?":lded a new assistance for rec~lvmg a degree. In lieu of the ord l11aryscholars~ips offer~d by most
ben.efactors, thIS organIzation
expenmen tally offered a different type
of scholarship.
Most scholarships
are. set up on a relatively similar
baSIS, whereas the college student's
needs. do not seem to be similar.
hls aid is granted to a college
senIOr who is unable to graduate
becau~e of financial difficulties. The
Amencan Legion's Education and
Scholarship
Committee
will pay,
Thought-starter:
th:,?ugh the Registrar, the student'S
~t is well for the heart to be
tUltlO!!, fees, and cost of books for
naIve and for the mind not to be.
the fmal term. This aid should be
Anatole France
useful to many seniors.
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Laity Attends
Educator Confab'

MSM ON
THE MOVE
by Kay

by Donna

Chambers

Simonich Heads Red Cross
.•
.
Campaign
Coach 'Ed Simonich, chai~man of
the financial and membership
ca~paign of the Butte Chapter, Amencan Red
Cross,
went
to great
"Depths"
to attempt
to reach the
Red
Cross
Campaign
goal . of
$16,099. During .March, Simonich
gained memberships and contributions from the workers and heads
at the Berkeley Pit here in Butte.
A teen-age public dance. was held
in the Finlen Hotel April 3 frc;>m
9 p m until 12. This dance, with
mu~ic 'by the Avengers!
officially
ended the Red Cross dnve.
Professor
Koehler S. Stout Speaks
During
the regular
meeting
of
the Butte Chapter of the National
Secretaries
Association!
Professor
Koehler Stout stated hIs. vI.ews, as
guest speaker, on "The"Dlet111g Adventures of a Fat Man.
The meeting was held at the Finlen Hotel,
where
the associatio?
for.mulated
plans to have an invlgorat111g N ational Secretaries Week, to be .celebra ted the last week in April 0 f
this year.
Trip Canceled During
Easter Break
Dr. Sidney L. Groff, Montana B~reau of Mines, and Professor
WIllard E. Cox, of the Geology Department
were forced to cancel, b~cause of' bad flying weather, t~elr
scheduled
trip to Pocatello dunng
the Easter vacation. They had planj
ned to attend the. Secc;>nd Annua
Symposium on Eng111eenng ~eolc;>gy
and Soils at Idaho State U111verslty.

Burks

"One of the best organized
and
iilformative
conferences'
rve . ever
attended."
This was the comment
given by Professor
Clifford Laity
on his return
from
the Pacific
Northwest
Conference
on Higher
Education
held
in
Bellingham,
Washington,
April 2-4, 1964.
Representatives
from eleven western states were in attendance,'
including
Montana
educators
from
the School of Mines, Montana State
College, Western Montana College
and Eastern Montana College. The
meet featured
four main speakers
and six discussion groups who presented as their theme "New Knowledge-Its
Nature and Its Impact on
Higher Education."

Rock-Bolting
Film Shown
"Rock Bolting in Ore Mines," a
25-minute
movie in. color, part of
which was filmed 111 Butte, wa~
shown April 1, at the School 0
Mines.
All students
and faculty
were invited to attend.
"Moon Shooter Series"
The Montana School of Mines is
a subscriber to the "Moon. Shooter
Series"
which is a pre-prmted
s~ries presently devoted to the .tOPIC
of the financial problems of hlghe
education.
The series _is purchase
and distributed
by vanous colleges
of the country.
A four-page
cover, for the 1000
copies of the series purchased
by
MSM will shortly be put together
and ~ailed out to interested people.
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The opening speaker for the conference was 1955 Noble Prize winner Dr. Polykarp Kusch, physicist,
wh; won his award for his work in
atomic
measurement.
Other
key
speakers
included Dr. James Jarrett president of the host college,
We~tern Washington
State College;
University
of Washington
anthropologist Dr. Frederick Thieme; and
western biologist Dr. Charles Flora.
These speakers, along with the discussion
groups,
were
concerned
"not with dissemination
of scientific
knowledge itself, but the dissemination of an understanding
of the
relevance of scientific knowledge to
the totality of experience in an increasingly
complex world."
Laity further
observed
that the
program of the conference not only.
included
"interesting,
informative,
and challenging meetings, but a fine
concert
given
by . pianist
Gina
Bachauer.
The selections played by
Miss Bachauer, usually done by a
symphony
orchestra,
were excellently accomplished
on the piano."

Copy Corrections!

In the March 5 issue of the Amplifier, it was reported
th.at the
Byrne Appearance
Can~eled
Butte Civic Chorus program 111honDr John V. Byrne, assocIate pro- or of John F. Kennedy would take
fesso~, oceanoe-raphy,
from Oregon place March 2. This was an error,
State University
(Corvallis),
had to as the concert was held March 22.
cancel his scheduled appearance
campus March 19 and 20, accor *
ing to Dr. Earll, head, Geology
In
the
March
19
edition
of the
partment.
Byrne was sUPPosle ! 0
k
"Methods
of Exp onng Amplifier, an error was made in the
entitled
Summer
Employ~h:a Oc~~n Floor" and "Geolog~ of article
ment? Habashi
Suggests
Austria.
the Pacific O cean B·"
aS111.. He IS
G a
Johann
Serepresentative
of the Am~~lcan
e= The noted composer,
ological Institute
of VIsIting Geo bastian' Bach, was not born in Linz,
Austria, but in Leipzig, Germany.
scientists.
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All engineering
students at Montana . School of. Mines should anticipate
taking. professional
engineer . exams. as they complete requirernents for their engineering degrees, and should prepare seriously
'for these exams through 'purposeful
scholastic effort while in school. The
National Society
of .Professional
Engineers
states
that progressive
management
todayrealizes that "th. e
recognition
and treatment: of engineers
as professionals
and
the
growth and prosperity
of the company for which they work have an
inseparable
relationship"
and that
becoming a registered
professional
engineer has the following advantages:
'authorities

DR. HALL TIO PARTlrClrPATE I,N
INTERNATIONAL FIELD INSTITUTE
. by William

Chebul

Under a grant from the National Science Foundation,
Dr. William
Hall, associate professor of Geology, MSM, has been selected ·to' attend
the Fourth
International
Field Institute,
sponsored
by the American
Geological Institute.
The Institute is to be held in Italy from June 15 to
August 11.
. .
'.
Schedule and Participants
"As in the ~revious three .p~ograms
(held
111 Great
Bnta111,
Switzerland,
and Scandinavia),
the
1964 Institute will provide an OP-I
por turnty
for
Amencan
col!ege
teachers to spend two months 111 a
classic field area under the guid- i
ance of outstanding
leaders who are I
011 the local
geology''''1
stated Dr. Hall.
The co-directors
(I) Registered engineers assure the for the Institute will be Professors
company
of the services
of Giovanni
Merla,
Francesco
Scar-I
tho.se .who have met the pre-. sella, .Rairnondo Selli, Livio Treviscnbed . statut~ry
requirements san (Italy);
and Professor
John C.
of the law which has been e1?-"Maxwell
(USA).
Several
other
acted
to protect
the p~bhc, eminent Italian geologists
will as-I'
health, .safety, a~d welfare,.
sist with the 'leadership
of the ex(2) The pnde, prestige, and public- cursions.
,
relati?ns .potential oi every inIt is tentatively
planned that 20 I
dustna.l firm <;lreenhanced wh~n participants,
including
Hall,
will
all se111C;>f
engineers andfhose I? leave New York for Rome on June
resp?nslble
.charge 111ItS engi- 15 and return to the United States
DR. WILLIAM
HALL
neenng
dep<l:rtment ~re r egis- on August
11. The program
has
tere~ pro.fesslOnal. engl.neers;
been developed under the guidance' ------_
(3) Engineering
registration
pro- of the AGI Education
Committee.
vides a boost to the morale of
ACCREDITING
AGENTS
the individual
engineer,
and
Geological Studies
(Continued from Page 1)
registration
attests to his qualiAccording
to the AGI inforrnaMetallurgical
(Mineral- Dressing
fications and competence;
tion booklet, "The Northern
ApenEu(4) Engineering
registration
con- nine Mountains
is the classic area, Option) and Mining: Professor
School of Mines
tributes to a high-level, profes- indeed almost the type area, for gene P. Pfleider,
University
of Minsional
attitude,
and
conse-, large-scale
gravity
sliding.
The and Metallurgy,
quently serves to inhibit union-I portion of the trip in central and nesota, Minneapolis.
Geological: Mr. Paul C. Henshaw,
ization attempts;
southern Italy will enable the parVice-President,
Exploration
Divi(5) Use of th.e professional-engi~eer
ticipan.ts to study aC.tive volcanism,
Mining Co., San
seal identifies
the individual of whl~h Ves.uvlUs IS an example. sion, Homestake
Francisco,
California.
with his work and thus encour- GeologIsts
WIll also. be able to
ages him to assume full re- make samp.le colle~tlOns ?f ro~ks
Petroleum:
Professor E. T. Guer-.
sponsibility for it;
not otherWIse readIly avaIlable.
rero, Department
of Petroleum
Engineering,
University
of Tulsa.
(6) Voluntary
engineeri~g
registraGeolo&,ical departments,. includi?g
tion
demonstrates
initiative, ~)Utstandmg mu~eum~,. WIll be VISThe Rev. William
N. Bischoff,
drive, and determination;
Ited at the UI11Ver~ltles of Rome, S. J., professor of history at Go.nE"
.'..
Naples,
Florence,
Plsa,
Genoa;
and
zaga University,
has been named
(7)
ngl11eenng
regl~tratlOn.
Im- Bologna.
"The' geological museum as one member of the Northwest
p.roves ~ompany~chent ~elat1ons,. in Florence dates back to the days Accrediting
Association
visiting
S1l1ce.cllents are 111creasmgly ~e- of Leonardo.da
Vinci; thus these
group, of which Mr. James E. Bemandmg ~pproval by a regls- visits should enable the participants
mis, executive director of the Northtered eng111e~r of plans, prod- 1'0 obtain a much broader view of west Association, is likewise a memucts~ and proJects;
.
geology in its historical sense. Such ber. Other names may be added to
(8) Projects
unde: th~ ,responsl~le opportunities
obviously
will
be this latter body of accrediting
ofcontrol and .dlrectlon of regls- beneficial to their teaching and re- ficers.
tered engineers satisfy the legal search."
requirements
of many
states
and municipalities;
Bases for Selection
(9) Engineering
registration
insures
Participating
geologists
are sehigh standards
of professional
lected for their teaching
and reconduct and ethical practices.
search
records,
appraisal
of exIt ·fosters integrity'
and' top- pressed desire to. participate
in the
DIAMOND NEEDLES
quality job performance;
program, age, and background.
Fur(10) A ,registered
professional
en- ther queried in interview, Hall como.
gineer,
in his capacity
as a mented: "I consider it quite a privRECORDS - TAPES
company representative;
is ac-. ilege to have been selected as one
of the 20 participants
for this year's
corded respect and recognition
and it is also an honor
by his professional
colleagues.' Institute,
MUSIC
RADIOS
As a true professional,
he can fo..r a college of this size to have
deal more effe.ctively and on a one of its teachers selected for parbasis of equality
with .other ticipation."
REPAIR
members
of the engineering
profession.
Although men are accused of not
knowing
their own weakness,
yet
perhaps
as few know their own
The
oldest,
shortest
wordsstrength.
I t is in men as in soils,
"yes" and "no"-are
thos'e which where sometimes there is a vein of
require the most thought.-Pythagold which the owner knows not of.
goras
-Jonathan
Swift
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Wein's

Clothing

DOWNEY

Phone 723-3504

DRUG

RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
1751 Harrison Ave.
Butte, Mont.
PHONES
792-1235 and 792-1236

Store

The Home of
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
CA TALI NA SWEATERS
35 East Pork

"TRY DOWNEY FIRST!"

Taylor's
39 West
"for

Pork Street

The Best In

The Pizza Shoppe
140 W. Pork
Phone 792-1558
WE SPECIALIZE
DELICIOUS

. 59 E. Park

Campus

FASHION
Shoes"

-:-

Butte,

Mont ..

IN

PIZZAS,

LaVerne's

CENTER

113 W. PARK

COME IN AND HEAR
THE FINEST IN
SOUND

Butte

Phone 723-8383

Compliments

of

Ed, Phyllis and Bernie
136 WEST PARK

JOBS ABROAD

SUMMER -JOBS
for

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

STUDENTS

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings
in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes exact pay rates and job details. Names employers and their addresses for hiring
in industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc.,
etc., etc. Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory-Po O. Box 13593-Phoenix, Arizona.
l

GENE'S
48 West Park Street

P.age Three

SUPPUES

129 N. Main

FURS-FEMININE

A~PJ,..fFIER

Professional
Engineering Tests

• •

dDr

A twofold
national
problem _is
how to preserve the wildernes~ In
the country and get. rid of the Jungle in the cities.-BIll
Vaughan

..._

I

Symposium

Mrs. Frank Kelly Speaks
I t has been tardily noted that
Mrs. Frank Kelly addre.ssed an audience March 6 at the F111len Hotel,
where
she spoke
to the Rocky
Mountain
Council of Gard~n Clubs
on "Butte's Rocky MOl!nta111"ASSOciation for Retarded Chll.dren. Mrs.
Kelly's discussion contnbu~ed
to a
_ better understanding
of thIS grave
problem.

'OF MINES

~-.

FASHIONS
Butte

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent
career opportunities in Europe, South America Africa
and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. T~tals 50
c~)Untr,ies.Gives specific addresses and names prospect~ve U. S.. employers with foreign subsidiaries. ExceptIOnally hIgh pay, free travel, etc. In addition enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to fo~eign
employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad' Directory-P.
O. Box 13593Phoenix, Arizona.
.

-
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GROSS GIVES
SEMI,NAR
Mr. Peter).
Gross, a graduate
petroleum student, gave a seminar'
April 1 on "Reservoir Limit Tests
on Gas Wells/'Beginning
his
speech, he explained that during a
reservoir limit test, the rate of production is heldeconstant,
and the
bottom-hole, . flowing
pressure
is
measured.
'The- interpretation
of
full data is -made with the aid 'of
the observed rate of 'pressure
decreased per unit rate of production.
. He f~rther;~s~ated that "it is posSible with the aid of graphs and certain equations to determine
pressure interferences that exist within
a gas reservoir."
Other considerations given to the
determination
of the. distance of the
producing w,¢ll to a fault are "the
angle between the two faults the
interference 'due to a gas-'water' contact, the evaluation
of formation
constants,
and the effect of anistropic
.

Peace ":Corps

hesday;

AP~

14, 1964

Dr. Habashi

Representative

I

T,;Q A"
'. ppear

Tolks MINES SURVEYING CLASS
To 'C'lub;i':i'
<;iQES.UNDERGROUND
"..by·Le-e::Ahn ..P-'..
.fes~ci~vt~'V_ix
members of Mine Surveying 401, instru~~ed by Proeterson
lever of the' KII\e
W. Van Matre, surveyed the thirteen-hundred
'Dr .: Fathi Hab~s'hl iddressedfhe

andMr,
.
as Pkartf°Mftheir curriculum.
This field work
" by
Mullany,
Faculty ~ omen's -club' on April 6' W~~ performed edue~ngmltnhe
e wee 0
arch 22-27.
.
On .Monday, April 20, Mr, .. Bill in the .Student
Union
Building.
Finister,
a returned
Peace' Corps Those on the -serving "committee
Volunteer. to the .. Philippines, will for the 'evening were Mrs. Frank I
be on the 'Montana School of Mines Young and Mrs, Fred Earll, cO-I'
Campus. His scheduled appearance. chairwomen;
Mrs. John 'McCaslin;
was announced: by "Dean D. CMcMrs. Willard Cox.. Mrs,' Clint Peck
Auliffe, who·is
the. Peace' Corps Mrs. Frank K~lly" :Mrs: Louis'e Mc~ ,
Liaison for this area .. :'
,Bride,
Mrs. Gustav Stolz, and Mrs: I
Finister, 'a 28 - year _ old English
Gertrude Tait.
.' ....:
,
teacher' from Alexandria,
'Louisi. Habashi, who is a native" Egypana, enjoyed. Peace Corps training tian, spoke on thevhistory of the
in Pennsylvania,
liked -roughing it Coptic religion, which is the Chrisfor a month in Puerto Rico, and tian minority religion 'of Egypt. Dr.
loved his work in the Philippines.
Habashi
stated
that
"there
are
While in the Philippines, Finister
about four million Coptes out- of a
assumed unofficial roles as. doctor, total population of.24 million."
,
and dramatics coach 'at his elernen- .. Habashi continued by giving the
tary school at Malitbog.He
found history of this religion from its
himself competing with local medi- origin in. 40 A. D., when .St. Mark
cine men for .diagnostic honors, and brought Christianity
to -Egypt, to
treated
everything
from
skinned the part it plays in modern-day life
knees to skin ulcers in his attempt in Egypt. Further,he
stressed the
to win the confidence of the native many conflicts of the Coptes with
children. In an effort to break down the Arabs and the eventual outcome
t he . language
barrier,
Finister of Arab dominance.
"In modernH. Yde, L. Eaton, K. Taylor, A. Lindquist, R . Z acca, J. Luna.
learned the Cebuano dialect, and day Egyptian
life, there is much
(hereafter found his .communication less religious discrimination than in
with the children less. confusing.'
previous times."
. .
.
i
•.'the
course includes the theory I-;;~==-:=--------~-'During his stay in the Philippines,
Dr. Habashi concluded his pro- an.d practice of the techniques of COMPUTER
Finister lived with two other volun- gram by playing some of the tradi- mm~ surveymg. Problems of trans-'
(Continued from Page 1)
tee.rs·. in what he calls "the best tional music of the Coptic church,. fernng the .meridian underground
each individual problem can probhouse in the Philippines:
a duplex which at one time was pl3,yed in' u:;e of !he auxiliary telescope, tech~ ably be solved as readily by the
wood structure with cold running the temples of the Pharaohs.
"The mqu~s m. s~aft plumbing and othe'r' use of a desk calculator. But where
wat~r .and without electricity, sand- music," Dr. Habashi explain.ed, "is; specI,!:1 mmmg problems are consid- hundreds of such problems are inwiched between. water and moun- primitive, sad, and not written, but. ~red m the cl~ssroom and practiced volved, the computer can do in sec.tains.'.'
conveyed from one' generation
to m an operatmg mme. The mine onds what would take hours 'to perFinister
also' did public health the' pther."
'.
. sUrveyor must be concerned with form by desk-calculation
methods.
work, a,nd in his. spare time read
~he problems of three dimensions
. The second type of problem is
IUstead of two.
complex
mathematical
more books than he can remember,
Th
' the ver~
and e.ngaged in the ',unusual sport.
.
ose . students who participated
computatIOn, which would be diffiof monkey hunting.
,.
m. the fl.eld work are Alec Lind- cult, if not impossible,' to solve by
Upon completing his Peace Corps
.
Ip: qUiSt, Ralf Zacca, Jaime Luna, Kent ~and or desk-calculation methods.
service,Finister
returned to Louisi'Taylor, Harold Y de, and Lawrence
etween these two extremes lies a
" h
. I h If
by Bernard Vetter
Eaton. After their calculations are
ana to marry
t e gjr
e e t .be".
c.ompleted, these students wI'11make vast area in which the application
hind'."· He is now 100king··Jorward
Professor Koehler Stout, head of m)une, a map of the portion of th~ of computer techniques mayor may
PETE GROSS
~10t b~ economical, dependent upon
to a career in the government •.How-. the Montana School of 'Mines En-' mmesurveyed.
he Circumstances surrounding
the
ever, Finister will never forget his gineering~,Science
Department,
has·
problem.
rewarding experience. in the Peace received a fellowship"to'. study at a·
C0rps;. and as his-thoughts
return Summer Institute in Structural.Me-'
An example. ~f the first type is
to the· Philippines, he willrememchinics for College-'Teachers
at the'
~he. small repetitive calculation used
ber one' thing in particu!ar.,-"TheUniversity
of Colorado;", Boulder"
m 111dustnal - quality control. Here
people.
Especia,Uy' the __.children. Colorado. The institute will be held'
the use of the machine would save
That's whit, made. :the ,jcib.'~.. ' ' from June 15 through August 21,.
many hours of calculating time and
Current plans are to h'a,ve Finister 1964.
,":'
~Ive speed:\:, answers upon which to
by Patsi Noel'
speak with 'students
in Professor
The purpos~ 0f this--program isAo
ase. quality - control
discussions.
':. The .second in the series of ge-- Kelly's 10 :00 A. M. class, and open supp.lement the 'subject-matter
com-:
~~utme surveying calculations proology seminars was given on March interviews will be held in the Stu- petency of college teachers o'f me-:
VI e an additional example where
dent Union at 11 :00 A. M.·
chanics and related courses.
.
18, by C. B. Gillette on the."Origin
the machine gives answers quickly
of Hydrothermal
Solutions."
and accurately with a minimum of
Each
particip~ntin
tlie
Institute:
Gillette stated that the subject is
effort on the part of the survey. An
mus.t comply witH'the fo:l1owing: :
pertinent, because "over 20% of the
ixample of the second type of prob..'
.'
1.
Possess'
'at
least'
a"
baccalau-:
economic metallic ore deposits are
em IS. the calculations of thermo.. r~~te degree' in some field'ot engi-'
'associated
with igneous activity."
,
dynamiC properties of
compound
neering, physics, or math'ematics.
·Severa~ modes of transport for ore
~~~al1y statistical
mechanics
and
minerals have been proposed; how2. Have a minimum
of three
a obtained from infrared spectroyears of teaching experience by the
·ever, the working hypothesis of hyscopy. Although these computations
drothermal solutions has a greater
summer of .1964..
"
can be done by hand, the 1620 wiJl
acceptance among economic geoloThe
earthquake
which
rocked
3. Obtain a certificate from his
I perform 3 months' calculations with.'gists. Hydrothermal
solutions are Alaska, Friday; Mar.ch 27" jammed home institution that he will be em,111a period of less than 5 minutes
considered ~s rising, hot, aqueous two seismographs
at' the Moritana ployed mainly. as a teacher in the
011 an ~rror-free basis.
solutions d~rived from igneous ac. School of Mines' recording station. future, and .:will, bl:! permitted
to
tivity within the crust of the earth. Dr. Stephen. Nile, who is in charge teach structural.· mechanics or reStudies of :the physical chemistry of the seismographs,'
assisted
by lated courses.
.
of these "residual" systems indicate Professor
McCaslin,. revealed that
4. Have passed courses in intro.'
RAND
TRIM-TRED
POLL-PARROT
the likelihood of lowo types of hy- the Alaskan: earthquake
·was "10
equations and
drothermal solutions: one produced million times as strong asthe atomic ductory. differential
76 E. PARK PLAZA
BUTTE MONT
basic-mechanics.
,.courses
through
PHONE 723-9555'
•
from a gas·, phase that is responsi- bomb that hit Hiroshima:" ,
ble for large-scale alteration and n!Friday's
earthquake.
was' the elem<;ntary mechanics of, materials.
KENT TAYLOR
NAT~NALLY
ADVERTISED
SHOES
FOR
Participants are selected for their
placement
of the host rock and strongest
tremor, other than the
MEL ~~FIWOMEN AND CHILDREN
ability "to benefit from the program
SH
SIG NEWMAN
one which carries the bulk ~f the Madison Canyon quake, to be'reof
the
Institute
and
their
capacity
elements that· go toward ore-mineral
corded on the MS.M seismographs,
formation.
"The actual mechanism reaching an intensity of 8.7 on the to develop as engineering and math,of transport of the metallic elements Richter scale, which .ranges from ematics teachers."
This is the second time that Pro~
MONTANA'S LEADING
:has not been solved," Gillette re- 1 to 10. If an intensity of 10 were
'marked.
ever reached, it is said that the earth fessor Stout has been so honored.
CLOTHING STORE
· However, numerous theories ex- would" split in two. The .epicenter He was .also awarded' this fello.wFor MEN and BOYS
ship in 1963.
"
,
ist, each of which has serious com- of the earthquake lay 150 miles from
117 N. Main
Phone 792·7320
lplications. At present, the most in- Anchorage;.
...-.
teresting explanation calls upon the
Dr. Nile, ironically, .was attendformation of complex ions to avoid ing a meeting ,of seismologists
in
The Stlldent's Best Frie~d
·the low solubilities of the simple Seattle,
Washington,
when
the
THE
·metallic ions and the oceans of wa- earthquake hit. ,He stated that the
,ter that wbuld be required to trans- recordings
from the' seismographs
MINER'S NATIONAL BANK
port just a few tons of material.
had been sent to the U. S. Coast
675 SO. Montana
Butte
~il1e~te,.)Who is from Rocky River, and Geodetic Survey in Washington
OhIO, IS a: graduate student .in thl' for study before he returned from
Special Student Checking Accaunt
Phone 723-3217

A~n

I

.P roessor.
f:
StOU.t, " ,
R ecelves
..' F.e II'
,OWSh····:

Gillette Delivers
'Semiriar

I

Alaska.n
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a
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SAFETY CENTER-
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SUPER STORE

Williams Camera Shop
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,International
Club
Holds Dance

Centennial
Celebration
'Train Enroute East

For days before the Easter vacation, the halls of the dorm and the
by Kathryn Verona
kitchen of the SUB were full of
On April 5, Montana ~olled. its unidentified
smells.
These 'smells
Centennial 'Train east, with stops originated
frQm. the dishes being·
at Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis, prepared, by the members of the InLouisville,
Cincinnati,
Charl.eston, ternational Club, to be served at the
Washington,
Baltimore, .Phlladel" dance they sponsored.
phia, New. York, Pitts burgh, Cl~veDoing most of the cooking was
land, Chicago, Milwaukee, Moline, Sayheru Onart, with his preparaand Minneapolis.
. tion of Turkish food, including Sis
. The train will spend two days 111 Kebob, Bril gur (cracked wheat),
each of nine cities en route to New Salade Russe, Kibbau (wheat and
York. It is not due back in Mon- beef). Kishor e Parekh prepared the
ta na until May 5.
,
chicken curry, and Raif Zacca obApril 24 marks Montana. Day ~t rained a Lebanese dish, Bah Lava
the' New York World's Fair. Dedi- (Lips of Beauty). For a beverage,
cation of the Montana
Exhibit, Mrs. Ralph Smith provided one of
Montana
Band Concert, Montana her more mild spiced teas. In charge
flag-raising ceremony, talent show, of decorations were Mansoor Awan,
. Is JI'n1 Ek, and Rarnulu.
and speeches by Montana o.ffiicia
.
f
1
-all will feature the ce ebratlOn'o
The food, arranged in a srnor gasth d y
1-h a ·C
. 1 Q en 'Contest bor d fashion, was served before the
e
en.tenl1la
ue March 22 dancing.
Somewhat
courageously
tOl?k place I.n HJele~a bO~~ S
(MSU)' the students and. faculty. tasted the
MISS Bonnie
0
~
111C
. 11 exotic and delicious food and then
h sen as MISS
en tenrua
.
forei
d
Q~~en~ ~nd Miss Kitty AnMn~QUBi~-. ~h!a!~~i~nof +e~ ~~~~~me~~c~~;;~
ley. (MSU) was named
ISS ig equally as unfamiliar as the food.
Sk~ Country · These. htwOtlYOCu:n~'
Included
among these were the
d
ladles travele
east ~It h te
Mexican Hat Dance the polka' and
tennial Train, .on which t ere wer e : varieties of Latin-A~1erican darices
approximately
295 passenge?
such as the rhumba and the chaMiss Carol Dunstan,
a ormer
ha
MSM student, is presently employed c .
as secretary to the Butte headquarThe usual fun and joviality of
Centenl1lal MSM dances was greatly accented
ters of the Montana
lar 111'ght
th'IS par t'ICU.
Committee.
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'EIT Test
Announced.

Theta Tau
A .closed meeting of Theta Tau
was held on April 3, the main bus i- . The
Engineer-in- Training
Test
ness of which was to complete will be administered here April 25,
plans for the, party given by the by Dean Adami. Many graduating
fraternity. The Tau dance was held seniors are expected to take this
Saturday,
April. 4, at Longfellow eight-hour test,' which is the' first
.School ; it was superintended
by step toward. becoming a' professionDan Stowe. and Jim Vincelette. al engineer.
Other business at the meeting. was
Any graduate of an accredited ento vote· in two new pledges, Bill gineering school is eligible to take
Robinson and Mike Lewis. .
the EIT test. .After passing this
test and completing four years of
Sigma Rho
experience in a" responsible
engiSigma. Rho recently. pledged five neering position, the graduate may
new members - Cam MacFarlane,
make application for the ProfessionRod Ylitalo, Jeff Wiant, Bill Clark- ai-Engineers'
examination.
son, and Al Chiamulera.
The fraternity also held a swimTEST YOUR CITIZENSHIP
ming party at Gregson Hot Springs
(Condensed from Texas City
·one very wintry Friday, March 14.
Carbide News)
About twenty hardy individuals atTh
d
d
h
hi
di
Af
h'
iese
ten
questions. are typical'
ten e t e s 111ig.
ter t e SWim, f I
h
b k
0 t rose asked immigrants
who want
t e group went
.ac to the Rho to become naturalized citizens of the
house, where everyone danced,.and
"Chef"
Dave Rovig served
hot .United States.
They. have" to be
chocolate.
able to answer the questions
in
Plans to charter Sigma Rho as a order to become citizens. Can you?
The correct answers 'are on page ..:..
corporation" are now under consideration.
'1. Where does the United States
flag fly continuously night and
EUROPEAN
DIPLOMACY
.day P a. Tomb of the Unknown
TEST
. Soldier.
b; Capitol Building.
Up to the End of Khrushchev?
c. Pentagon'.
.
Sample Questions (the sneaky type)
2. Whafis
our national motto?
1. Give the. dates of at least two'
a. 'In God We Trust.
b. E
Pluribus Unum. c. Liberty and
of the·foUowing:
Justice for AI!.
.
a. The Duke· of Windsor.
.
b . 1919.
':
3; d'
If the President and Vice-Presi2. What is a HohenzoUern?
Do
ent die, who becomes Presiyou agree?
dent? a. Secretary of State. b.
,
Chairman pro tern of the Sen3. Explain fully:
ate. c. Speaker of the House.
a. To what extent was the 4 . Wh 0 h as the power to impeach
"Buchlau
Bargain"
a barthe President?
a.
Supreme
gain?
Co?rt. b. House of Represen-I
b. Bulgarian - Rumanian naval
tatlves. c. Senate .
. rivalry.
5. How may the Constitution
be
4. Who signed:
amended? a. By popular vote
a. The "blank check"?
of the people. b. By the state
b. The Treaty of Sevres?
legislatures.
c. By Congress.
5. Arrange in this order:
6, A biU passed by both houses
a. The First Balkan War.
of Congress may become a law
b. The Second Balkan War.
without the signature
of the
6. Estimate the length of:
President. a. True. b. False.
a. The Fourteen Points.
7. AU revenue-raising
bills must
b. A summit conference.
originate with the a. President.
7. What was there to choose beb. House. c. Senate.
tween:
8. By what margin must Congress
a. The Heimwehr.
vote to pass a biU over the veto
b. The Stahlhelm.
of the President?
a. 2/3. b.
c. The Schutzbund.
3/5. c. 3/4.
On second thought, is it worth
9. The President
has the power
choosing?
to make treaties with 'foreign
, 8. Fascism or Communism? Write
powers without conSUlting Conon one side of the paper .only.
gress. a. True .. b. False.
9. What would you do about:
10. Under our Constitution
it is
a. The Yalta Agreement?
illegal to be a member 'of the
b. Prince Rainier?
Communist Party. a. True. b.
,
False.
10. Fill in the names of at least
some of the following:
a.
b.
The editors of the Amplifier hope
c. The
T rea t y of Brestthat the EIT questions and answers
Litovsk.
t~,:,s far given have proved bene11. Translate
the following
into fiCia!.
idiomatic English:
. Here are the final answers to the
a. Przemys!.
March 19th questions:
b. Khrouchtchev.
Statics answer (a) 25 lb.-ft.'
c. Yank, go home!
Kinetics answer (b) the sphere.
12. In what order would you arrange:
a. NATO and SEATO?
Compliments of
b. OEEC, EEC, EU?
c. GATT!
THE
Brewed
by Instructo~
William
Roberts.
ARCHIBALD CO.

EIT Test 'Final'

ANSWERS

1963-65 CATALOGUE
AT PRESS

TO CITIZENSHIP
TEST

1. b; 2. a; 3. c; 4. b; 5. b; 6. a.
(A bill automatically
becomes law
The new 1963-65 MSM Cat~logue if the President
holds it for ten
is presently at press, acco:d1l1g t days (excluding Sundays) without
Professor Frank Kelly, chairman 0 signing or vetoing it. But if a bill
the Catalogue Committee. The tW?reaches the President less than ten
year catalogue embrace~ changeT~n days before Congress adjourns, it
the
engineering
curricula. . . e
method of presenting courses In 111- cannot become a law without his
signature. If he fails to sign within
struction is also different from prethat period, the action is referred to
vious years.
as a "pocket veto", and the bill is
Before the catalogue is com~lete, killed.) 7. b'; 8. a; 9. b; 10. b. It
the problems of arrangement, stitch- is not illegal to be a member of the
ing, glueing, and designing a cover Communist
Party.
However,
all
must be taken care of.
communist-action
organizations and
It was predicted by Kelly t.hat their members must register with
the first 100 copies of the pubhc~- the Attorney General's office.
tion would arrive on campus 111 Your score: 9-10 right - above
early April.
average; 8 right-solid
.citizen; 5-7
right-typical
American who should
read more about his country.
Honor Bard
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanganyika
Bring Your Date To
(AP)-In
this Shakespeare's 409th
anniversary
y~ar, his play Juhus
RAYMOND'S
Caesar wiU be the vehicle for the
first Swahili-language stage producMUSIC NIGHTLY
tion ever. A translation by Tanga
yika President Julius Nyerere. WI I
Prime Rib Every Wed.-$1.98
be staged in July at the NatlOna

f
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Festival

by a high school company.

For Quality Appliances

See

GEO. STEELE CO.
MAYTAG
ADMIRAL TV, RADIO and
REFRIGERATORS
Butte
42 W. Broadway

~=============~
Get CLIPPED
Tom Miller
52 W. Broadway

by Jean Krier
Mrs. McBride, associate professor of humanities and social studies
and adviser to women students, was
one of the 612 delegates to attend
the annual convention of the N ational Association of Women Deans
and Counselors. The convention was
held at Portland,
Oregon's Hi'lton
Hotel from March 18-22, and. its
theme was "Knowledge-Values-Decisions."
The NA WDC is a department of the National Education
Association. McBride served on the
Meetings' Committee to help arrange
the discussion groups.

I

MRS. McBRIDE
Author Speaks
The main attraction of the conclave was a round-table
discussion
conducted by Mrs. Betty Friedan,
author of The Feminine Mystique.
Mrs. Friedan is a graduate of Smith
College and a student of Gestalt
psychologist
Kurt Koffka. She has
held a research fellowship in psychology at the University of California, has assisted in early experiments in group. dynamics at the
University
of Iowa under
Kurt
Lewin, and has worked as a clinical
ps?,chologist and in applied socialsCience research. The subject of the
discussion was "The Crisis in Women's Identity: A Challenge to Education."
Other Featured Speakers
Some of the convention's featured
speakers
were .Donald A. Wells
professor and chairman of the De~
partment of Philosophy at Wash1I1gton State
University;
Lester
Kirkendall, professor of family life
at Oregon State University;
Amy
Freem.an Lee, an artist from San
Antol1l0, Texas; and Hazel Barnes
p.rofessor of classics at the Univer~
slty of Colorado.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Come In and See

BILL'S MEN SHOP
29 WEST PARK
For the Latest In Men's Apparel

Colonial Bake Shop

Drive Inn
TRI-BURGERS

Y2 LB. OF BEEF

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC COMPANY
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
119 North Main St.
Butte
PHONE 792-7344

FLYNN'S
PARK FLORISTS

1815 HARRISON

Butte, Montana
J. D. and Eileen Flynn

COLONIAL

37 West

"The Friendly'"

Park

METALS BANK·.
& TRUSl :COMPANr

39 E. Park Plaza
"THE CAMPUS SHOP"
Butte'

SKYROOM

1815 HARRISON

Features
RUSSELL STOVER CANDY

AVE.

205 West Park Street

P (7 RDRUG

MAGGIE ANN'S

Mines' Students

Convention

Don's Triangle

Leggat Barber Shop
Where

I Mrs. McBride
'Attends NA WOC

Butte~ Montana

AVE.
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(AL STROB,EL,
CURT P·ETERSO'N
H:EAD TRA(K TEAM

Four MSM
Students Capture
Weight-Lifting
Honors·
by Tom Downey
In a tournament held at the Butte
Y.M.CA., Saturday, March 28, four
weight lifters enrolled at the Mines
won an array of awards.
Pat Dooley, 132-pound engineering student, totaled SIS pounds, in
three lifts, to win his weight divi~
sion. He was also crowned the
"Outstanding
Lifter" of the tournament on the basis of total weight
lifted divided by body weight.
Tom Downey captured the 148pound division, totaling SSS pounds
in three lifts. Downey was the tournament director.
Jerry Johnson,
sophomore
general student, was runner-up in the
16S-pound division, with an accumulated total of S40 pounds, only
five pounds less than the winner's
total of 545.
Mick Dinsmore, freshman gener-al student, became the 181-pound
champion, amassing a total of 615
pounds.
Mick was also runner-up
in the "Mr. Y." physique contest.
All four of the men have been
training in the Mines' weight room,
located on the third floor of the
gym.
The State A.A.U. contest
will be held at the Butte Y.M.CA.,
May 9, and these four men plan
to enter, plus one or two more
who have been lifting weights here
at school.
Harry Keltz, freshman engineering student, was a judge for the
"Mr. Y." contest. Harry has been
/ working with weights for several
years. Although very accomplished
at the sport, he/ has
peted officially.
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Sports Baseball
Remains Indoors

Intramural

by Lyle Latham
Now that the basketball season
is complete, the next major intramural sport is volleyball. The team
rosters have been turned in; and
the following teams in league play
are Tau I, Red Tide, Keane's Gang,
Little Fellows, Faculty,
Tau II,
V.I.T.'s,
Mets, Third Floor, Rho
I, Tau III, and Flunking Nine.' A
team must defeat its opponent in
two out of three games. The winners of the first and second rounds
are as follows:

Simonich Heads
TV Sports Panel

by John Giacomino

The MSM "Lumbermen" are continuing their practice sessions in
the gymnasium until the ice and
water depart from Leonard Field.
Workmen
have been grading the
snow from the field, but the water
is still persistent
.
.
.
Calisthenics and running in the
gym have helped condition
the.
squ~d. The major fundamenral-, of
batting
and
catchmg
are
also
Tau lover Red Tide
Little Fellows over Keane's Gang stressed.
At four o'clock each weekday
Faculty over Tau II
the men can be seen in action. AI~
Mets over V.I.T.'s
~hough the team has been practicThird Floor over Rho I
1I1g only two weeks, its numbers
Flunking Nine over Tau III
show great promise for the ensuTau lover Little Fellows
mg season.
Red Tide over Tau II
. Do~ Pools has been warfu.ing up
Mets over Keane's Gang
his pitching arm .and there is no
Faculty over Rho I
V.I.T.'s (forfeit) Flunking Nine doubt that he may lead the team to
many victories as he has done in
(forfeit)
'the .previous season. The men are
Third Floor over Tau III
anxIOUS for league play to begin
Table Tennis
The table-tennis
singles tourna- when t~ey meet Western in Butte
ment is also an enthusiastic sport on April 18 for their opening game .
this time of the year. The men
taking part this season are VinceWhat's Old?
lette, Briney, Cunningham,
Derick,
Familiarity
breeds
contempt.Donegan, Doran, Fredrickson, Lenton,
Parrett,
Philips,
Goodman, Pubilius Syrus (1st Century B. C)
Kujawa, Ramsey, and Sumpter. The
Amplifier will report the winner of
the tournament
at its completion,
and will also report on the doubles
tournament.
-----I

CAL

I

STROBEL

Cal Strobel, a senior in petroleum.
engineering,
has earned his letter
the last three years by competently
running
the two-mile
event.
At
present, Cal is the holder of the
Conference record 'for the two-mile,
with a tim~ of 11.~1. C~I al.so has
run the mile, pl~c1l1g t~lrd 111 th~t
event. He established his record 111
the 1962 track season.

I

by Ed Panisko
In an effort to create added interest in local sports, Coach Ed Simonich, in cooperation with KXLF
TV, has set up a television-sports
program.
On February 26, the first in a
.
f h If
serres 0
a -hour. shows :vas inaugurated. Appearing 0n this show
with Simonich were the basketball
coaches of Butte Central and Anaconda. high scho~ls. They discussed
the Blg-32 High School Conference
setup and the State Tournament.
The guests of Simonich on his
second monthly program were Syl- .
via White,
Judy
Morstein,
and
Swede Dahlberg. The Misses White
and Morstein, both Olympic skaters,
told of their experience in' Innsbruck, Austria. Dahlberg discussed
the track team he has coached at
_Butte High School and the oncornmg track seasons.
The next program will be seen
at 5 o'clock on April 22. It is hoped
that :.all local sports, !rom tr~p
shooting to baseball, Will be discussed during the present
series,
which will last until September.
The television time is donated by
KXLF; but it is hoped that a sporrsor will be obtained in order to
continue the program.

Coach Simonich

V"
K ansas C'1ty
. lSI ts
by John Badovinac
Coach Ed Simonich, president of
the M.CC
the past two seasons
and present director of the District
S of the NAIA, recently made a
trip to Kansas City, Kansas, where
the annual NAlA basketball conference and tournament took place.
Eastern,
winner of the M.CC
conference
and representative'
to
the N AlA tournament, lost its first
game to Rockhurst, which eventu"lly won the tournament.
Coach
Simonich not only participated
at
the games, but also attended the
conferences, which formulated rules,
reg ula tioris, and schedules operative
for 1965.
The eligibility rules, always a
c-vntrover sy in this school as well
"5 in other colleges, were interpreted
o nd approved
by the Executive
rOlTIn'Jittee and accepted
by the
-nembership at the Annual Meeting
f March,
1964. The Executive
Curt, a junior .in petroleum en- :~'ommittee stipulated that these ingineering, has run the half-mile in .erpretations will become operative
several individual meets in the past by January I, 1965.
three years. His best performance,
have come on placing third in several meets.
l
REMAINING
TRACK SCHEDULE
2-M.S.C
Outdoor
Meet, Bozeman, Montana
9-NAIA
District
No. 5 Meet,
Dillon, Montana
16--Montana
Collegiate Conference
Meet, Havre, Montana
23-Eastern
Invitational,
Billings,
Montana

PHIL JUDD
SPORTING GOODS and
HARDWARE STORE
83 East Park St.
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SCHOOL

Butte, Montana
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Horseback

Riding

STAGHORN RANCH
BY HOUR OR DAY-BEEF
TRAIL
Paul· and Charles O'Leary. Mqrs.

Dine Among The
PINES
Y2 Fried Chicken
$1.00

ORDERS TO GO

Bus

A

RUTH

TERMI NAL CAFE
. 126 W. PARK

Before You Buy "THINK"
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SUPPORT
YOUR
ADVERTISERS

KOPR

BUTTE

Ttl' ~CNWrJl.f fM YAel' 1'0
U!7... SO NeIZv'OU5 s,. S~y 11~

-r~

M~ I<IGKT H~

M' .
lOlOg attracted the first settlers to Montana. The
greatest of Montana's mining districts in Butte where
100 years of mining ha
d
. .
'
ve pro uced billions of pounds of
metals.
The pi?neers who first settled this area did more
than establish a new
.
. .
commumty. They also established
a tradition of resourcef I
.
. M
u ness that IS still a vital force
In tontana today. Through the years mining has been
a bie 0 expand as a produ ti
b
c rve part of our state's economy
ecause of resourcefulness in solving new problems.
It is a key to the c ti .
. .
on lOulOg growth of the Butte mining diatr ict and the State of M
ontana.

COMPANY

of MUSIC In
Southwestern

A.··.().~rroA

I

Montano

5,000 WATTS

from m' 't

It's The P,lace To Try
Butte's Friendliest Shoe Store

*
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43.45 EAST PARK PLAZA

._.1/

OUR BIGGEST RESOURCE
RESOURCEFULNESS

ANA,CONDA

The Varied Sound

p·tfO

--

sumer

"A Partner In Montana's

Progress"

